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Abstract 

The University of Kansas collected ice sounding radar data over Antarctica during the austral 
spring of 2009.  Measurements were made from the NASA DC-8 aircraft which was operated as 
part of the ICEBRIDGE project.  The Ohio State University was a subcontractor to the KU 
ICEBRIDGE project and charged with data validation and verification.  This report describes 
data validation and verification activities conducted by OSU.  Measurements over the Pine Island 
and Thwaites Glaciers were selected for analysis.  The analysis showed several anomalies in the 
original ice thickness data set.  After discussions between KU and OSU, KU reprocessed the data 
using a modified algorithm.  This successfully removed the thickness anomalies.  The updated 
data set was subsequently compared to earlier data sets.  Comparisons show generally consistent 
ice thickness patterns.  Biases between data sets could either be instrumental or gridding artifacts 
or possibly real, time varying changes in ice thickness. 

 



1.0 Introduction 

Operation IceBridge (OIB) conducted flights over the Antarctic ice sheet during the austral 
spring of 2009.  OIB instruments were mounted in the NASA DC-8 aircraft which successfully 
overflew parts of the Antarctica Peninsula, the Pine Island and Thwaites Glaciers, several small 
ice shelves positioned along the Amundsen Sea Coast, and the Filchner Ronne Ice Shelf.  The 
University of Kansas installed and operated an ice-sounding radar during the flights. 

As part of the OIB project, the Ohio State University was tasked with validating OIB ice 
thickness data collected by the University of Kansas.  KU selected the Pine Island (PIG) and 
Thwaites Glacier (TG) data as the focus for OSU analyses.  The geographic location of the two 
glaciers is shown in figure 1 and the flight line details are shown in figure 2.  The flight lines in 
figure 2 were collected during 4 flights in October and November of 2009. 

OSU had two primary tasks as part of this subcontract.  The first task was to determine if there 
were any systematic anomalies in the data set that could be related to instrument operating 
parameters or algorithms.  The main goal of this task was to provide KU with information about 
how the internal fidelity of the data set could be improved.  The second task was to compare KU 
OIB data with earlier results to investigate the absolute accuracy of the data set.   

 

 

Figure1. Map of Antarctica showing three major West Antarctic ice divides as dotted lines. The 
area of interest PIG and TG are highlighted in red box. (from Vaughan, 2008). 
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Pine Island Glacier (PIG) 

Thwaites Glacier (TG) 

Figure2.  Flight path of OIB mission covering PIG and TG 

 

Both tasks were successfully carried out.  In addition, the Universities were able to provide 
students from both KU and OSU the opportunity to interact on the investigation which benefited 
both the KU engineering students and the OSU geographic information students. 

2.0 Operation IceBridge and Validation Data Sets 

The different data sets used for this project are discussed in this section. 

2.1 Operation IceBridge (OIB) 

Operation IceBridge is an airborne mission developed in order to fill the time gap between the 
two satellite missions of ICESat-I and ICESat-II. As part of ICEBRIDGE 2009, data were 
acquired using the Multichannel Coherent Radar Depth Sounder (MCoRDS) on 2009-10-28, 
2009-11-02, 2009-11-18 covering Thwaites Glacier (TG) and data acquired on 2009-11-09, 
2009-11-07 over the Pine Island Glacier (PIG). Two other datasets dated 2009-10-18 covering 
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TG and 20009-10-20 covering PIG were made available subsequently. Figure2 shows the flight 
path of OIB missions covering the two glaciers. 

 

2.2 Airborne Geophysical Survey of the Amundsen Embayment (AGASEA) 

The University of Texas (UT) and the British Antarctic Survey  (BAS) together operated an 
airborne geophysical survey during the 2004/05 austral summer. The data were collected over 
the Amundsen Sea Embayment (ASE) which comprises the PIG and TG drainage basins. The 
TG portion was surveyed by UT and the PIG area was surveyed by BAS. Figure 3 shows the 
coverage area of the data collected by AGASEA mission and other prior missions covering ASE 
area.  A continuous curvature spline interpolation with a tension factor of 0.35 is used to generate 
the ice thickness grid [Holt et al., 2006].  

 

Figure3. Flight path of AGASEA mission along with other previous missions covering ASE 
[from Holt et al., 2006]. 
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2.3 BEDMAP Compilation 

The British Antarctic Survey (BAS) compiled an ice thickness database for the Antarctic ice 
sheet and ice shelves based on the survey data collected for the past 50 years. These data are 
used to validate OIB mission ice thickness. Along with the original point data, the interpolated 
ice thickness grid generated by Lythe et al., 2001 using Inverse Distance Weighting is used. The 
BEDMAP compilation data coverage over the ASE is sparse as shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure4. BEDMAP Compilation over ASE [Lythe et al., 2000]. 

2.4 Satellite and Aerial Imagery 

The RADARSAT MINI-MAMM mosaic acquired during 2007, Landsat Image Mosaic of 
Antarctica (LIMA) and Landsat 7 imagery acquired during 2009-12-19, 2010-01-29 and 2009-
02-25 are used as references to assess the reliability of estimated ice thickness values (for 
example is the ice thickness reported as zero over rocky outcrops and open ocean as mapped in 
the images).  
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2.5 2004 KU data 

Ice thickness values measured by Kansas University Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets 
(CReSIS) team during November 2004 using Advanced Coherent Radar Depth Sounder 
(ACORDS) are used in order to perform cross over comparisons of ice thickness values and also 
to determine whether thickness is really changing. The data coverage is shown in figure5. 

 

Figure5. 2004 KU data over ASE [Lythe et al., 2000]. 

3.0 OIB Data Inspection and Inter-comparison with Image Data 

In this section, we discuss comparisons between ICEBRIGDE data and other geophysical data 
sets that can be used to detect anomalous ice thickness measurements. 

3.1  Preprocessing and Initial Data Inspection for Thwaites Glacier 

The OIB data, georeferenced with latitude and longitude, were converted to polar stereographic 
projection with standard parallel 71° S. The dataset was then imported to ArcMap for inspection 
and comparison with ancillary data sets for identifying ice thickness anomalies.  Thickness 
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anomalies are defined to be ice thickness measurements that are inconsistent with other known 
physical properties of the ice sheet or the surrounding ocean.  Based on this definition, anomalies 
were identified based on comparison with image data wherein ocean, ice shelf, ice sheet, and 
rocky outcrops could be identified. 

We began with a simple examination of the data files received from the University Kansas.  Data 
acquired on 2009-10-28, 2009-11-02, 2009-11-18 covering the Thwaites glacier were integrated 
and used for analysis.  The data were imported to ArcMap and displayed over the Landsat 7 
imagery acquired during 2010-01-02 and 2009-02-25.  The points for which the thickness value 
is given as “NaN” are removed. The points for which the ‘bottom’ value (a descriptor used by 
KU) is given as identically zero are also removed.  In cases where the ‘bottom’ value is zero the 
ice thickness is also reported as identically zero.  Based on comparison with the image data, 
these data should have non-zero ice thickness, we conclude these are anomalous data and are 
excluded from our analysis.  For displaying datum labels in the following figures, note that the 
ice thickness values are converted to integer values.  In cases where the ice thickness were small 
but not identically zero and with values less than 0.5, the ice thickness datum will be displayed 
as zero in the following plots.  Now, the data are analyzed for errors in the measured ice 
thickness values. 

Figures 6, 7 and 8 illustrate non zero ice thickness values over the ocean. Thicknesses are small 
(10 to 30m) but conceivably represented a bias in the entire data. Figure 9 illustrates the 
consistency in the ice thickness values in a region with significant iceberg density. Figures 10, 
11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 illustrate that when the radar transitions from one statistically homogenous 
area (high iceberg concentration) to an area of different statistical homogeneity (Open Ocean) 
the small bias is noticeable. When there is a change in the medium, from ocean to iceberg or 
ocean to ice shelf, there seems to be a delay in reporting reasonable ice thickness value.  This 
suggests there may be a hysteresis in the tracking loop or possibly mistracking of diffracted 
arrivals 
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Flight path1 

Flight path2 

Figure 6.  The red box indicates the same location measured by two different flight paths 1 & 2 
showing a bias of 25m in thickness value over the open ocean.  Flight path 1 reports a value 
close to zero and flight path 2 reports the thickness on the order of 25m.  Date of Flight path 1: 
20091102_Flight1012_rec2.  Date of Flight path 2: 20091118_Flight1021.  Date of Imagery: 
20100102 
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Figure 7.   The ice thickness values are expected to be close to zero in the ocean area. Reported 
values are between 10 and 30m (see red boxes).  Date of Flight: 20091102.  Date of Imagery: 
20100102 
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Flight 

Figure 8. Thickness values abruptly change from 29m to 300m in this region of open ocean 
seaward of the ice shelf margin (red box). Date of Flight: 20091118.  Date of Imagery: 20100102 
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Flight 

Iceberg2 
Iceberg1 

Figure 9. The thickness values look reasonable and consistent in this area. We are able to observe 
changes in thickness value across iceberg1 along the flight path.  The value drops between 
icebergs before increasing again when encountering the next iceberg (iceberg2).  Date of Flight: 
20091118:  Date of Imagery: 20100102 
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Iceberg1 

Flight path2 

Flight path1 

Figure 10. The thickness value remains on the order of 300m into the ocean area (along flight 
path1) before reducing to about 0 m.  On the other flight path (flight path2) the value remains 
close to 26 m over the open ocean.  The thickness value decreases to the order of 26 m before 
flying past iceberg 1 which we believe was still in position at the time of data acquisition (see 
figure 11).  Date of Flight path 1: 20091102 Date of Flight path 2: 20091118 Date of Imagery: 
20100102 

 

Figure 11 covers the same area as shown in figure 10 but the imagery used was acquired on 
20090225. This confirms that the iceberg was indeed present at the time of the November 18 
2009 ice thickness data acquisition. 
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Figure 11. Both figures 10 and 11 show that there was large iceberg calving event in the vicinity 
of the red box. Nevertheless the measured values just seaward of the margin are on the order of 
300m. The reported thickness value decreases to about 26 m prior over much of the open ocean.  
Date of Flight path 1: 20091102:  Date of Flight path 2: 20091118:  Date of Imagery: 20090225 
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Flight path 

Figure 12.   Ice thickness values in the upper right part of the scene are on the order of 250m. 
This region is also the likely origin of the iceberg in red box. Consequently we expect the 
thickness of this ice berg to be greater than the 24m measured. Date of Flight: 20091118.  Date 
of Imagery: 20100102 

 

 

The following figure (Figure 13) covers the same area as shown in previous figure (Figure12) 
but the imagery used is acquired during 20090225. 
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Flight path 

Figure 13.  This ice berg remains at the same place in both the figures (fig7- acquired during 
2010‐01‐02 and  fig8‐ acquired during 2009‐02‐25). Yet, there  is no change  in thickness values 
while measuring this ice berg. Date of Flight: 20091118.  Date of Imagery: 20090225 
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Figure 14. The value of thickness remains on the order of 19m even after starting across the 
iceberg, and increases only after few measurements.  This possibly suggests a delay in the 
tracking algorithm.  Date of Flight: 20091118.  Date of Imagery: 20100102 
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Figure 15.  Moving from sea ice to icebergs, there seems to be a delay in measuring the proper 
thickness of the ice bergs. Date of Flight: 20091118.  Date of Imagery: 20100102 

 

 

By comparing the Landsat7 and RADARSAT images the boundary separating ice shelf and 
ocean was identified. Based on this boundary, the following points shown in the Fig. 16 are 
expected to have ice thickness values of zero. These points are selected by using a spatial query. 
These points are used to examine the statistical nature of the dataset. 
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Figure 16.  Blue data points are expected to have zero ice thickness.  Date of Flight: 20091028, 
20091102, 20091118.  Date of Imagery: 20100102 

 

The following figure shows the statistics of the points lying over the ocean area in Thwaites 
Glacier region.  
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Figure 17. Statistics of the points lying over ocean surface in Thwaites Glacier region.  The 
horizontal axis in this figure is ice thickness 

The mean of the ice thickness value for the points measured over the ocean area is approximately 
29m.  

3.2  Preprocessing and Analysis of  Pine island Glacier ice thickness measurements 

Data acquired on 20091109, 20091107 covering the Pine island Glacier were integrated and used 
for analysis, the latitude and longitude given were converted to polar stereographic projection 
with standard parallel 71° S. The data is imported to ArcMap and displayed over the Landsat7 
imagery acquired during 20091219, 20100129 and 20090225.  The initial filter procedure (NaN 
and zero data elimination) is the same as described in section 2.2. 

Figures 18 and19 illustrate non zero ice thickness values over the ocean. Figures 20, 21 illustrate 
when there is a change in the medium, from ocean to iceberg or ocean to ice shelf, for short 
intervals the radar does not report the correct ice thickness values. Figure 22 illustrates when 
there is a change in the medium, from ocean to iceberg or ocean to ice shelf, there seems to be a 
delay in reporting reasonable ice thickness value. Figures 23 illustrate that when the radar 
transitions from one statistically homogenous area (high ice berg concentration) to an area of 
different statistical homogeneity (Rocky Area) the bias is noticeable.  
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Flight path 

Figure 18. Along this flight path the thickness values were greater than 280 m even though the 
region is open ocean. The thickness values are expected to be close to zero in this area. Date of 
Flight: 20091107.  Date of Imagery: 20100129 
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Flight 

 

Figure 19. Along this flight path over the ocean surface the thickness values are measured on the 
order of 300m, whereas it expected be close to zero. Date of Flight: 20091109.  Date of Imagery: 
20100129 
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Flight 
Flight 

 

Figure 20. Along flight path1 the thickness values are expected to decrease to zero over the 
ocean. Along the flight path2 the thickness values while measuring the ice bergs should have 
increased.  In fact, they are negative.  Date of Flight path 1 and 2: 20091109.  Date of Imagery: 
20100129 
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Flight path 

 

Figure 21.  Along this flight path the thickness should have decreased while measuring the ocean 
surface. Date of Flight: 20091107.  Date of Imagery: 20100129 
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Flight 

Flight 

 

Figure 22. Moving from open Ocean to ice shelf (left box) there seems to be a delay in 
measuring the proper thickness of the ice shelf. Moving from ice shelf to open Ocean (right box) 
there seems to be a delay in measuring the proper thickness over the Ocean area.  Values again 
are negative.  Date of Flight path 1 and 2: 20091109.  Date of Imagery: 20100129 
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Rock

Flight path2 

Rock

Flight path1 

Figure 23. Rock area 2:  The thickness value in this rocky area should be close to zero. Rock 
Area 1:  The thickness value looks reasonable in this rocky outcrop area, as it remains close to 
zero.  Date of Flight path2: 20091107.  Date of Flight path2: 20091109.  Date of Imagery: 
20100129 

By comparing the Landsat7 images and RADARSAT sat images the boundary separation 
between ice shelf and ocean was identified. Based on this boundary, the following points shown 
in the Fig. 24 are expected to have ice thickness value of zero. These points are selected by using 
a spatial query. These points are used to examine the statistical nature of the dataset. 
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Figure 24.  Blue points are expected to have zero ice thickness.  Date of Flight: 20091107, 
20091109.  Date of Imagery: 20100129 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25 shows the statistics of the points lying over the ocean area. 
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Figure 25. Statistics of the points lying over ocean surface in Pine island Glacier region.  The 
horizontal axis is apparent ice thickness. 

The mean of the ice thickness value for the points measured over the ocean area is 29m.  

 

3.3  Observations from the Initial Data Analysis 

We provided KU with 2 primary observations based on comparison of the OIB ice thickness data 
and terrain types determined using satellite imagery. 

1. Open ocean data suggest 10 to 30m bias in the data. On average this could represent a 1% 
systematic error in dataset. 

2. Observations suggest a delay in measuring ice thickness value during change of medium 
(ocean to ice shelf or ice sheet to rocky outcrop).  This could be due to misinterpreted 
diffracted arrivals or hysteresis in the tracking algorithm.  

 

After additional analysis KU was successful in resolving most of these anomalies by 
recalibrating the radar data (figure 26).  However some of the errors that could be associated 
with algorithm hysteresis still remain under investigation by KU. 
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Figure 26.  Recalibratation corrected ice thickness anomalies over the open ocean.  Prior to 
correction, ice thickness over the ocean were reported to be about 5 m. 

4.0    Comparison between thickness data and known glacier regimes 

Our first step for comparing the updated OIB ice thickness data with earlier data sets was to 
convert the data into a grid.  To minimize boundary artifacts, we began by masking the ocean 
area which represents a discontinuity in ice thickness between ocean and ice shelf.  We defined 
the boundary between ice shelf and ocean by using the Landsat7 and RADARSAT imageries. 
Based on this boundary the data lying over the ocean region are selected through spatial query. 
Once all the point data over the ocean area are selected they are removed. For example, figure 27 
shows the data (blue) retained after doing ocean data removal based on the boundary defined 
(red) for Pine Island region. 
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Figure 27. Point data (blue) lying over the ice/land region with the boundary separation (red) 

Once the anomalous data are removed from the dataset, we proceed to estimate the ice thickness 
values based on the provided data. We began with a basic interpolation technique. We chose 
linear weighted inverse distance weighted interpolation (IDW), with a search radius of 5000m 
and the grid size of result as 500m. The results of this interpolation for TG and PIG are shown in 
figures 28 and 29 respectively.  
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Figure 28. Linear IDW interpolation result for ice thickness over Thwaites Glacier region 

 

Figure 29. Linear IDW interpolation result for ice thickness over Pine Island Glacier region 
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We compare our interpolated result with the AGASEA and BEDMAP mission gridded data 
individually for TG and PIG. In general for both these glaciers, the difference between the 
datasets of OIB and AGASEA in the main body of the glacier ranges from -50 to +50m. There 
appears to be systematically negative values in the central part of the data set which might 
signify thinning.  Near the fringes of ice sheet and at places with a high degree of undulations the 
differences ranges from -300 to +300m. The difference between OIB and BEDMAP datasets 
shows patterns which are similar to the OIB AGASEA comparison.  However the magnitudes of 
the differences in the central part of the data set are larger.  This fact also suggests the possibility 
of real thinning. Figures 30 and 31 respectively show the difference map of OIB AGASEA and 
OIB BEDMAP covering Pine Island region. 

 

Figure 30. Differences in ice thickness values between OIB and AGASEA missions for Pine 
Island region are overlain on RADARSAT 2007 imagery with contours of 50m interval. 
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Figure 31. Differences in ice thickness values between OIB and BEDMAP missions for Pine 
Island region are overlain on RADARSAT 2007 imagery with contours of 50m interval. 

Again, we observed higher degree of variation between data sets over the rocky areas and 
undulated terrain. One possibility for this high difference (300m and above) would be because of 
errors in the instrumentation used for measuring ice thickness. The other possibility could be the 
variation in interpolation technique used for these datasets. 

In figure 32 we compare ice thickness from the OIB mission with 2004 KU data.  We examined 
several cross over points and found that the differences were on the order of 50 m. 
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Figure 32.  Icebridge (red) and 2004 data (blue) over Pine Island Ice Shelf.  Cross over 
differences are from top to bottom: 56 m; 58 m; 42 m; 44m 

 

5.0 Data comparisons and interpolation techniques 

IDW interpolation technique weights based on the distance between points.  This drawback in 
IDW can be seen in figure 33 where the IDW method interpolates the thickness values over the 
rocky areas (Hudson Mountains) as 150m and above, while the original measured ice thickness 
values are close to 0m. This anomalous result shows that IDW interpolation may not be suitable 
for this area.  
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(a)                                                                   (b) 

Figure 33. (a) Original ice thickness measurements over rocky areas (Hudson Mountains) 
showing thickness values close to 0m. (b) Corresponding linear IDW interpolated result showing 
thickness values of 150m over rocky areas which can be interpreted through contour values. 

The spline interpolation method tries to fit a flexible surface, as if it were stretching a rubber 
sheet across all of the known point values. The tension spline method creates a rigid surface, 
while the regularized spline method fits a more elastic surface. Holt et.al., use continuous 
curvature spline interpolation with a tension factor of 0.35. As shown in figure 34. The results 
produced by Holt et.al., shows thickness values of above 500m over the sea ice area and 
thickness values of above 150m over rocky area (Hudson Mountains) respectively. These 
analysis shows that both IDW and spline interpolation would lead to anomalous interpolation 
results over this area. 
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 (a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 34. (a) Spline interpolated result [Holt et.al, 2006] showing thickness values of above 
500m over ocean region be interpreted through contour values. (b) Spline interpolated result 
[Holt et.al, 2006] over rocky area (Hudson Mountains) showing thickness values of above 150m. 

 

Kriging interpolation is considered to be a robust spatial interpolation technique. The main 
advantage of using kriging with respect to other interpolation methods is the integration of 
spatial correlation by using variograms (figure 35).  
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Figure 35.  Covariance cloud (lower figure) estimated from decimated ice thickness data 
(location of points shown in upper figure) acquired on November 11, 2009.  Shape of the semi-
variogram indicates that multiple weighting functions could improve the estimated Kriging 
surface from this data set. 
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The thickness values interpolated using Ordinary Kriging with a search radius of 5km ranges 
from 50m to 300m rocky areas (Hudson Mountains) as shown in figure 36.  This result is more 
reasonable than IDW and spline interpolated results. As can be seen from figure 16 the thickness 
values towards fringes of mountain become high as 400m. We suspect this anomaly is due to 
usage of the global variogram.  We suspect this difficulty can be overcome by using a locally 
adaptive approach. Kriging by itself can be implemented in an adaptive fashion because it 
considers the spatial configuration of the dataset and the magnitude of data locally. If the global 
variogram is not sufficient to represent the spatial distribution of the dataset, the need for a 
locally adaptive variogram arises [Lloyd et al., 1999]. In this approach of locally adaptive 
kriging, the variogram will be estimated locally for each window and a mathematical model 
(spherical, exponential, Gaussian) will be fitted using least squares. Based on the best fit 
corresponding weights will be calculated for interpolation. Thus by adopting locally adaptive 
interpolation the complexity of spatial data can be represented efficiently. 

 

OIB Ice thickness
-166.5763245 - -71.19501375

-71.19501374 - 24.18629696

24.18629697 - 119.5676077

119.5676078 - 214.9489184

214.9489185 - 310.3302291

310.3302292 - 405.7115398

405.7115399 - 501.0928505

501.0928506 - 596.4741612

596.4741613 - 691.855472

691.8554721 - 787.2367827

787.2367828 - 882.6180934

882.6180935 - 977.9994041

977.9994042 - 1,073.380715

1,073.380716 - 1,168.762026

1,168.762027 - 1,264.143336

1,264.143337 - 1,359.524647

1,359.524648 - 1,454.905958

1,454.905959 - 1,550.287268

1,550.287269 - 1,645.668579 

Figure 36. Kriging interpolated Ice thickness DEM over the rocky areas (Hudson Mountains) 
highlighted as red box. 

For both PIG and TG the flow of glacier is controlled by the complicated bed topography. While 
in case of PIG the flow is influenced by the main trough with its shallower tributaries and the 
northern basin [Vaughan et al., 2006], the flow in case of TG is controlled by a wide poorly 
defined trough with its large radiating patterned tributaries [Holt et al., 2006]. Thus we suspect it 
is necessary to consider the variation in sub-glacial topography while interpolating the ice 
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thickness values for these glaciers. It has been observed that in previous missions (AGASEA and 
BEDMAP) while interpolating ice thickness; these local changes in the sub-glacial topography of 
these glaciers are not considered. Thus we believe a locally adaptive interpolation algorithm will 
yield a better result by including the local statistical parameters while interpolating the ice 
thickness. This will result in improvement of the accuracy of ice thickness DTM and bed 
topography model. 

 

6.0  Conclusions 

Using a combination of image data and historical ice thickness data, we have been able to show 
that there is good internal consistency in the KU OIB ice thickness data set acquired over the 
Pine Island and Thwaites Glaciers.  Initial analysis indicated that there were biases present in the 
data set and possible tracking algorithm delays.  This information was provided to KU and 
modifications to the algorithm and recalibration seem to have removed most of the anomalies.   
The OIB data and historical ice thickness measurements are in general agreement over the 
floating portions of the glaciers.  There is some indication of thinning and that may be a real, 
time-varying change in ice thickness.  Larger biases are still evident over rocky areas and this 
may be in part a consequence of the gridding algorithm. 
 
Interim reports and presentation packages were provided to KU throughout the activity.   
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